
RHUG 2019 Enhancements By Functionality Categories

LRS editing Event Editor

Complex Geometries 

(gapped routes, self-

intersecting routes) External Integrations Concurrencies Event Behaviors Intersections Temporality Redlining Geocoding Geoprocessing

R&H Data Reviewer 

Checks Conflict Prevention Roadway Reporter Web App Builder

1

2018-12. Notify editors 

before saving if route 

measure anomalies 

exist.

Allow for new events to 

be saved to multiple 

"selected" dominant 

routes in the "Add 

Points/Linear Events" 

window in Event Editor

2018-19.  Physical Gap 

Routes - Support 

Driven Distance 

mileage

2018-6.  Expose the 

Roads and highways 

ALRS stereotype 

settings and

event behaviors to XML 

so that Roads and 

Highways datasets can

be imported/exported 

using XML Datasets

2018-17.  Add ability to 

utilize Route 

Dominance to move 

current events on

non dominant routes 

to dominant routes 

where occurs.

2018-22.  Add ability to 

replace route geometry 

while still invoking 

event

behavior rules and/or 

new currently missing 

event cover

behavior

Expand intersection 

model/class to 

accommodate MIRE-

type data w/approach 

relationships

2018-8.  Support for 

making edits on a route 

in non sequential order 

(i.e.

perform an edit on a 

route effective 

November then later 

on

perform an edit on the 

same route effective 

May)

2018-91.  Add 

Route/Referent offset 

geocoder.

Support 64-bit 

Background 

Geoprocessing for the 

Roads and Highways 

Toolbox. 

Allow for more than 

1000 records to be 

returned in the Data 

Reviewer table within 

Roads and Highway's 

Event Editor 

Allow locks in R&H 

Event Editor to be 

transferable by the 

current owner, not 

taken by other users 

2018-92.  Clip 

routes/events based on 

polygon layers for 

mileage

reporting in Roadway 

Reporter

2018-5.  Web App 

Builder widgets for 

Search, Query with 

dynamic

segmentation, and 

Convert Measures
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2018-13.  Ability to 

digitize a centerline 

and create a new route 

in a single

workflow in Roads & 

Hwys Desktop

https://community.esri

.com/ideas/10194

In the Event Editor for 

the Add Linear Events 

Widget Allow the 

option to select based 

off all routes, active 

routes or retired routes 

Support alpha routes 

 

https://community.esri

.com/ideas/16374-

support-alphafish-

route-in-roads-and-

highways  

2018-4.  When adding 

linear events where 

there are concurrent 

routes,

the tool selects retired 

routes if they are 

dominant according to

our rules. In the Add 

Linear Events Widget, 

allow the option to

select based off all 

routes, active routes or 

retired routes

2018-24.  Add ability to 

clean up timeslices of 

routes/events that are

benign.

2018-7.  GP Tool to 

establish a new event 

layer on the R&H ALRS

https://community.esri

.com/ideas/16403-

register-event-feature-

class-gp-tool

Support making the 

start date in the Add 

Linear and Point events 

widget configurable 

Add conflict prevention 

to centerlines to 

prevent inconsistent 

edits to concurrent 

routes
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2018-11.  Ability to 

choose multiple 

centerlines at once for 

editing

https://community.esri

.com/ideas/16405-

ability-to-choose-

multiple-centerlines-at-

once-for-editing

2018-18.  Add ability 

for quick event 

behavior 

access/adjustments to 

be made. Currently 

opening each event's 

behavior window is not 

time efficient (over 90 

event tables). Add 

option for change in 

matrix form like 

snapping window.

Add Route dominance 

rule exceptions

2018-73.  Time-enabled 

eyedropper in RCE

2018-36.  Spatially 

derive event values 

based on polygon 

layers, etc. in

RCE
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2018-16.  Ability to 

view scrolling measures 

along route on hover in 

Roads

& Hwys Desktop

2018-39.  On the Split 

Line events you should 

be able to add 

additional lines

of data. Currently you 

can only make one 

break and then you

have to re-initialize the 

Split Line events to 

make a second break.

Concurrent Route 

Event omission from 

from Gap checks

https://community.esri

.com/ideas/11636

2018-20.  Use of GP 

tools to Post SDE data 

outside ArcMap or RCE 

fails to release locks

5

2018-2.  Remove auto-

fill feature for the 

RouteNumber field in 

the Advanced Find 

Route tool

2018-54.  The Merge 

Coincedent event 

setting does not always 

work.

2018-23.  Append 

Events GP tool shows 

target event error
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2018-10.  Prevent user 

from accidentally 

editing network or 

event layer

instead of centerline

https://community.esri

.com/ideas/11530

2018-44.  When a route 

ID is entered in ”Find 

Route” and then you go 

to “Line Events”, make 

it configurable as to 

whether the route ID  

appears or not.  Some 

users want the route id 

to appear, others do 

not.

2018-26.  Update the 

Remove Centerline 

Geometry Duplication 

tool to maintain 

attribution
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2018-9.  Ability to edit 

event data within 

desktop

2018-42.  Double click a 

date field to 

automatically populate 

today's date

(like in ArcMap)

https://community.esri

.com/ideas/11254

2018-93.  Add the 

capability to generate 

an Edit Audit Trail. This 

would be

a report that users 

could get that lists 

when an edit was 

made, who made it, 

what the edit was, and 

what were the specifics 

of this edit (routes, 

measures, etc.).
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2018-14.  When using 

Re-assign Route and 

you enter the Route ID 

and click on “Use 

Whole Route” then 

enter the New Route ID 

sometimes it say the 

Route cannot be found. 

But if you uncheck and 

then re-check the Use 

Whole Route it will 

then find

the route.

2018-41.  Ability to set 

default table 

dimensions 

(row/column 

height/width,etc)and 

set the width on 

columns in the table so 

text doesn't wrap

https://community.esri

.com/ideas/11795

When loading routes 

fix the issue with 

creating duplicate 

centerlines, i.e. self 

closing loops…
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2018-27.  Ability to 

prevent editing certain 

Route systems by user 

without

having to create a 

separate LRS.

2018-1.  Add eye 

dropper tool located on 

Linear Events widget to 

Point

Events widget

Output geometry from 

Calculate Route 

Concurrencies Tool.  

Tool currently only 

exports a .csv file

10

2018-21.  R&H Tools: 

Create Route GUI - 

Auto pop. Route name

2018-38.  Ability to lock 

fields

11

Add the From/To Date 

fields in the Centerline 

feature

2018-3.  Allow for new 

events to be saved to 

multiple "selected" 

dominant routes in the 

"Add Points/Linear 

Events" window in 

Event Editor

12

Establish a Roads and 

Highway"Locate 

Features Along Routes" 

tool that respects 

established ALRS route 

dominance rules.

2018-62.  Grid field 

width does not 

maintain it's size when 

there's a change.
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Recalibrate Route 

Downstream checkbox 

becomes configurable 

to be 

checked/unchecked by 

default

https://community.esri

.com/ideas/11458

2018-35.  When editing 

existing events the RCE 

interface should warn 

the editor if they are 

about to create LRS 

overlaps within the 

data.

This could be 

integrated as an event 

specific test managed 

by the user (check box 

on form like the 

"prevent measures not 

on

ro

14

2018-32.  Add 

definition query ability 

in RCE

15

2018-34.  Create an 

“Undo” if data is 

entered incorrectly 

(undo for all

work since last save).

16

2018-28.  Recalculate 

events based on 

referents being 

changed

17

2018-33.  Integration 

with vendor neutral 

street level imagery 

(eg. Google

StreetView, 

Cyclomedia)

18

2018-55. Be able to edit 

fields in a point data 

attribute sets

19

2018-58.  When using 

“Find Route” the route 

is highlighted but when 

you close the attribute 

box the highlight 

disappears. The 

highlight should be 

able to be toggled on 

and off.

20

2018-59.  RCE's editing 

tab currently opens 

with the default 

attribute set.  It would 

prevent many user 

errors if this defaulted 

to nothing and the user 

had to choose which 

attribute set they want 

to edit.

21

2018-45.  Select by 

Attributes Tool (Query 

Across Multiple Events)

22

2018-57.  Ability for 

alias names configured 

in MXD to be viewable 

while

building query in Roads 

& Hwys - RCE
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2018-71.  Add an 

autocomplete where 

we type in the name 

and get a list

of possible matches to 

the Advanced Find 

Route tool in RCE.

This would then mirror 

the functionality found 

in R&H in ArcGIS

desktop.

24

2018-75.  Use “Add 

Data” to add two or 

more DGN and DWG 

files to RCE

and see these listed in 

the Layers panel.

25

2018-76.  RCE - Add 

CAD Data Functionality

26

2018-50.  Ability to run, 

save, load queries

https://community.esri

.com/ideas/10192 

27

2018-51.  Snapping 

Functionality for DGN 

and DWG layers

28

2018-56.  Keep SQL 

query in Select by 

Attributes populated 

when changing the 

layer if the field exists 

in both the new and 

old layer

29

2018-64.  Line event 

attribute values 

changing to null

30

2018-68.  Expand the 

attribute grid in Add 

Linear Events (get rid of 

the white space below 

the grid)

31

2018-74.  Adding 

imagery from local 

drive to RCE

32

2018-89.  Support for 

event offset display 

from route geometry

33

Prompt user to not add 

in null values in events

34

Zoom to XY coordinate 

in RCE

35

Ability to change to 

other event or area of 

map without having to 

save changes 

frequently

36

The ability to view data 

in RCE without locking 

routes
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Add checkbox to use 

length of whole route 

instead of manually

using route start and 

route end

38

Currently in RCE, when 

selecting a route to 

lock, the available list 

of routes are not 

ordered from most to 

least dominant.

39

Ability to select 

multiple routes

individually (ie hold 

shift and click on 

routes) and unselect 

individual routes from 

selected set. Currently 

can only draw box

40

Ability to hide columns 

in attribute grid in RCE

https://community.esri

.com/ideas/11532
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